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What People are Saying
About Automatic Referrals
Every Financial Advisor's Best Friend
“I’ve had the good fortune to read many excellent books, reports and articles
on practically all aspects of referral-based marketing, including those specif-
ically geared to financial advisors. Quite simply, Automatic Referrals is
the best, most complete work in this genre I’ve ever seen. In my opinion,
every financial advisor should not only own this publication, but should
refer to it constantly as a resource and ‘best friend’ in building their busi-
ness.”

Bob Burg, Horsesmouth contributor and author
Endless Referrals: Network Your Everyday Contacts into Sales
Jupiter, Florida

Helping Me In Three Ways
“I want to build my business with quality referrals rather than expensive
seminars and the like. For example, I’ve been thinking of joining an exclu-
sive club with the idea that it could lead to new friendships and new busi-
ness. Automatic Referrals is helping me in three ways. It’s showing me
how to: 1) set referral goals so they don't happen by accident, 2) work a room
(a skill I lack and know I need to improve), 3) ‘give to get’ which will help
me be more patient with the whole process. This report gives me new confi-
dence to initiate many things I've been procrastinating doing.”

Peter Gutekunst
Independent
Spring House, Pennsylvania

My Referral Bible!
“I’m using Automatic Referrals to plan a new marketing campaign to
reach CPAs and tax advisors. It's so thorough and specific—it's my referral
bible!”

Michael Hyde
Top producer
Regional Broker-Dealer
Boston, Massachusetts



I Already Have a Success
“I just finished Automatic Referrals last week and I already have a suc-
cess. One of my clients briefly mentioned that a friend of his was sick and
was going to be going on disability. A week later I was talking to my client
and brought up this friend (an idea from your report). I asked how he was
doing and told my client I have a lot of experience helping people with dis-
abilities, and perhaps I could help his friend.

“He immediately got on his cell phone, called up his friend and told him he
must immediately call me and schedule an appointment.  The man and his
wife came in.  They are financially very successful, and I was able to help
them out (and my client was so grateful that I helped his dear friend that he
sent me another friend!).

“Automatic Referrals gave me a tracking system, and a bug in my ear, to
pick up on that and to follow through on it.”

Laura Walsh
Independent advisor
Weston, Fla.

Learn to Grow Centers of Influence
“Automatic Referrals is an excellent way to learn how to grow my centers
of influence. It's easy to understand—the information is deep and broad.”

B. Leanne Fenton
Trust Officer
Reno, Nevada

Great and Creative Ideas
“I read Automatic Referrals in search of great and creative ideas. I found
plenty! The report is easy to use and well-designed so I can find specific top-
ics quickly. What I like is that these ideas weren’t designed in a think tank,
but by advisors who are using creative, simple, and inexpensive ways to get
referrals. I especially like the case studies of others who have tried the vari-
ous techniques and how they did it. The message is very clear: with focused
effort and discipline, referrals are there for advisors who work with their
very best resource: their existing book.”

Neil Wood
Hingham, Massachusetts



My Results Are Much Better Now
“Thanks to Automatic Referrals, I have finally painted a clear picture of
what an ideal client looks like when I ask for referrals/introductions. Before,
when I asked for referrals, clients tended to get a ‘blank look’ on their face,
not knowing exactly who I was looking to meet. Now, I am seeing clients'
‘wheels moving’ as they are thinking of friends/family that fit within these
defined parameters. My results are much better now.”

Fred Quinn
Independent advisor
Toledo, Ohio

Comprehensive
“Automatic Referrals is the most comprehensive guide to referrals I've
ever seen.”

Jim Rohrbach, business coach and HM contributor
Chicago, Illinois

A Complete Referral System
“Automatic Referrals offers a complete referral system that includes
checklists, case studies, and references to other resources. Best of all, it
acknowledges the positives and negatives of recommended approaches.”

Sandy Schussel
National Sales Training Development Manager
National Broker-Dealer
Edison, New Jersey

Key Insights Into How to Do It Better
“Working for a bank, referrals are very important. Many people still struggle
with how to ask their clients for a personal introduction. Automatic
Referrals provides key insights into how to do it better.”

Mark Nagelsmith
Bank Rep
Glens Falls, New York
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Editor’s Note 
Automatic Referrals is fundamentally about solving one key problem:

Financial advisors don’t know how to get referrals. Specifically, advisors—
regardless of time in the business, business model, and specialty—seem to
find it nearly impossible to secure a steady flow of high-quality referrals,
thus incurring untold opportunity costs in their businesses.

We know this because a diverse group of Horsesmouth members told us so
in two separate online surveys we conducted in 2004. In total, more than
2,600 advisors answered our in-depth questions about their business devel-
opment challenges. (The second survey, which focused exclusively on refer-
rals, had 1,651 advisor respondents with an average of 13 years in the 
business.)

When we pored over the data, the results stunned us. Only 5% of advisors
said they were very satisfied with their referral strategies. A full 80% said
they either have no referral strategy at all or employ an “unfocused and/or
inconsistent” strategy—and the same number expressed a desire to change
their approach.

Never before had we seen such a dramatic and pervasive need among our
members. They didn’t know who to ask for referrals. They didn’t know when
to ask. They didn’t know how. They asked the wrong people, or they asked
at the wrong time. Or they simply didn’t ask at all.

We knew immediately that we had our own challenge cut out for us. Our
members needed specific guidance on improving their referral business. So,
throughout 2004, we made referrals our top editorial priority. 

Our editors spent hundreds of man-hours researching and interviewing
advisors on the range of issues that comprise the world of referral market-
ing, and writing more than a dozen features on the topic. We also hosted
several online discussions where more advisors asked questions about refer-
rals and got answers from our guest experts. And we sought out the opinions
of a wide variety of marketing and business development experts for their
views on how advisors should improve their referral marketing.

7
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All of that research and reporting showed us clearly that when it comes to
referrals, there is NO ONE SYSTEM OR PROCESS that is the ideal solu-
tion for all advisors. Rather, we discovered that there are certain key
approaches to follow as you set about personalizing your own method for
gathering new business by referral.

One chief goal of the Horsesmouth service is to deliver each day incisive,
succinct and action-oriented articles that can immediately help advisors
with the many business development and practice management challenges
they face. Judging from the feedback we received from our members about
our referral articles in 2004, we successfully helped a lot of advisors with the
problem. But referral marketing is a complicated, wide-ranging topic, and
we felt it was essential to create one comprehensive resource that could take
advisors through the entire process of creating and implementing their own
referral marketing strategy from soup-to-nuts, based on our research, and
delivered in our trademark action-oriented style. So we decided to produce a 
special report on the topic, based on those criteria.

The end result is our first Action Research Report: Automatic Referrals:
How to Instill Discipline in Your Referral Strategy and Guide Your
Clients to Deliver Perfect Prospects Every Time.

Horsesmouth veteran Miriam Lawrence expertly handled the development
of this report. You will find that Miriam has synthesized our vast referral
resources and written a compelling and instructive narrative that carries
you enthusiastically through every step needed to create a referral market-
ing strategy that actually works automatically. 

We take pride in ensuring that all of our work is action-oriented, and
Automatic Referrals is no exception. In addition to its forceful narrative,
each chapter includes an Action Research Summary that you can use for
review or as an in-depth overview. We’ve also included a group of previously
published Horsesmouth case studies that showcase specific tactics that four
advisors have used to get referrals in their businesses. Read them for inspi-
ration and ideas about how to implement similar ideas in your own practice.

Finally, in the back, we’ve also included an Action Resource section where
you will find a variety of worksheets and checklists that will help you devel-
op and put your referral marketing strategy into play. 



Since day one of our existence, Horsesmouth has always focused exclusive-
ly on the needs and challenges of dedicated financial advisors like you.
We’ve been fortunate to attract a unique and generous group of members
who turn to us for help, sometimes every day, and who respond faithfully
and honestly when we ask about their business-building insights and strug-
gles.

Our mission every single day is finding ways to help financial advisors
succeed. As Editor-in-Chief of Horsesmouth, I’m pleased to say that
Automatic Referrals embodies the essence of that mission, and I’m happy
you now have a copy in your hands. You’re about to experience a warp-speed
improvement in your referral effectiveness. So, enjoy, good luck, and keep in
mind the philosopher’s injunction: “We make a living by what we get. We
make a life by what we give.” No truer words could apply to the core
message of Automatic Referrals.

Sean Bailey
Editor-in-Chief
Horsesmouth
April 7, 2005
New York City
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Introduction
A few years ago, a movie was released that would have an unusally pro-

found effect on American moviegoers, eventually inspiring millions of people
to think deeply about generosity and good works. Pay It Forward told the
story of a 12-year-old boy who, seeking extra credit in a social studies class,
devises a plan to change the world by creating what amounts to a chain
reaction of good deeds. His idea: When someone does you a favor, instead of
paying it back, you turn around and “pay it forward” by doing favors for
three other people. They do the same, and so on. By the magic of geometric
progression, the world is soon awash in acts of kindness.

In theory, that’s the way the referral process should work, too—pay-it-
forward style. You do well by clients and professional colleagues, they pass
your name along to two or three friends or colleagues, and so forth. You get
to be the agent of positive change for more and more people, and before you
know it, voilà: you’ve established a successful business that builds itself. 

It’s a lovely utopian vision—and the best part is, it can really work. In
fact, it has worked for many financial advisors. Referral marketing, done
well, is arguably the most powerful and cost-effective business-building
method there is. But it will only work if you do it right. And as you’ve
undoubtedly learned, no one hands you directions to the land of referral
plenty when you hang out your shingle as a financial advisor.

If you’re like most advisors, you understand the referral opportunity, and
you want to take advantage of it. You ask for referrals from time to time,
perhaps even with great frequency. You probably have found some specific
tactics that work well for you—when you remember to use them. But if
you’re like most advisors, you know you can do better.

We know it, too. We know that all you need is that map to the land of
plenty—an effective, systematic process for getting qualified referrals.

That’s what this report is all about. When you’re done reading, you will
understand how to ask the right people for referrals to the right prospects at
the right time and in the right way—and how to do it consistently—even
automatically. You will be able to identify and tackle the obstacles that can

13
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derail even the best referral marketing plan. Best of all, you will understand
how to build a practice that makes acquiring new clients by referral feel as
natural as breathing.



It’s generally a good idea to question the conventional wisdom.
Conventional wisdom, after all, is often outdated, if not flat-out wrong.
But when it comes to the business-building power of referrals, the con-

ventional wisdom is true: referral marketing works. When advisors system-
atically, consistently, and effectively ask for referrals, they win new
clients—and those clients are of high quality.

In late 2004, Horsesmouth conducted
a survey of more than 1,650 financial
advisors. The survey, which focused
exclusively on referral marketing,
found that 35% of the average advisor’s
client base can be traced back to refer-
rals. Not surprisingly, that percentage
increases the longer advisors stay in
business and their relationships con-
tinue to mature and bear referral fruit.

Twenty percent of the advisors sur-
veyed say that they’ve acquired two-
thirds or more of their current high-
quality clients through referrals.

Thirty-eight percent say that referred clients are less costly and risky to
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Chapter 1

The Power of Referral
Marketing

Clients acquired by referral.

Source: Horsesmouth survey data

An attorney that I have worked with in the past referred a client to me who did not have a lot of assets
but needed some planning. I gladly met with her and helped her with her retirement strategy. This
client then referred me to two other people who became clients. One was also in charge of a local
Caregivers Resource Fair and asked me to participate. I have received three referrals from her as well
as meeting five professional contacts that I now network with and use to help my elder clients with spe-
cial needs. I just received another referral from her this week. 

—CARECE S., INDEPENDENT ADVISOR, CARROLLTON, TX

Total respondents: 1,624
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manage than clients acquired through
other means; nearly 50% report that
referred accounts are more profitable
than other client accounts.

Perhaps most striking of all, 85% of
advisors believe that when they get a
successful referral from a client, it
strengthens their relationship with that
referral source.

So, we know that referrals really do
yield clients, and that those clients are
high quality. We also know that acquir-

ing clients by referral can improve profitability and accelerate the growth
rate of your practice. Every time you win new business through a referral,
you lower your customer acquisition cost. In addition: 

Your closing ratio is likely to be higher. Often, referred prospects have already
been primed by the referrer to be receptive to your services. Numerous
survey respondents relayed stories like these about referred prospects
who were prepared to sign on the dotted line even before they walked in
the door.

One referred client wanted to sign over a six-figure check to me without
meeting me because she respected my client so much. 
—Daryl C., independent advisor, Orange, CA

A client’s referral called. We chatted for a few minutes. The referral
came in for a meeting and handed me a $2 million check.
—Jose B., regional FA, Atlantic Beach, NJ

Your initial calls are warmer. Even if your referral source has not prepared
the referral to hear from you, you’re able to say, “Joe Smith suggested I
give you a call,” or “Rose Reynolds mentioned that you might be looking
for someone to help you with…” 

Prospects are more likely to be the kind of clients you really want. If you’ve gone
about asking for the referral the right way, you’re going to get prospects
who match your Ideal Client Profile. If you’ve been sufficiently specific in
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your request, or better yet, asked for an introduction to a coveted
prospect, you know ahead of time that you’re talking to someone with
whom you’d really like to do business.

The opportunity

There’s one more benefit to referral marketing that we haven’t mentioned
yet—but it may well be the most significant advantage of all. When you
prospect through referrals, you approach prospective clients—especially
high-net-worth prospects—the way they prefer to be approached.

Russ Prince, one of the foremost experts on the high-net-worth investor
and author of 18 books focused on the high-net-worth market, has conducted
studies that show definitively that two-thirds of affluent clients prefer to be
referred or introduced to a financial advisor by centers of influence, family,
friends, or colleagues.

So, there you have it: the prospects you most want to reach want to meet
you through referral. And the happy news is that, contrary to what many
advisors believe, clients want to give referrals. In a study done by the
Toronto Stock Exchange, 94% of clients reported that they gladly would pro-
vide referrals to their advisor, if asked. However, 83% of those same clients
had never been asked! Another more recent study by American Express
Financial Advisors showed similar findings: 87% of clients are willing to rec-
ommend their advisors, but only 11% of them are actually being asked to do so. 

That’s the bad news. Despite the proven business-boosting power of refer-
rals, the majority of advisors do not actively solicit them. And therein lies
the core challenge. 

If you want to win, you’ve got to play

You’ve undoubtedly heard those lottery ads that urge participation with
the phrase “You can’t win if you don’t play.” The same goes for the referral
game—if you want to get referrals, you have to ask. 

Happily, your odds of winning new clients by referral are a heck of a lot
better than your odds of hitting the Powerball jackpot. FAs are sitting on a
goldmine of happy clients, according to Bill Cates of Referral Coach
International. Cates believes that, at any given time, a full 80% of an advi-
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sor’s clients are available to be tapped
as referral sources. He says that 20% of
these, the so-called “raving fans,” will
provide referrals unsolicited. That
leaves 60% who would likely refer busi-
ness your way under the right circum-
stances—but only if you ask. 

The message is clear: you can get
more referrals. Are you asking regularly
and consistently? Are you confident that
you’re asking as effectively as possible?
If you can’t answer yes to both of these
questions, you’re probably leaving a lot
of business on the table. 

You’re also in very good company. While almost 75% of the advisors sur-
veyed by Horsesmouth expect their dependence on referrals to increase
going forward, a full 80% say they either have no referral strategy at all or
that they employ an “unfocused and/or inconsistent” strategy. 

Advisors are not happy with this state of affairs. Only about 5% of FAs
surveyed said they are very satisfied with the results of their referral
efforts; more than 80% are considering making changes to their approach. 

Many advisors expressed a desire to adopt a more disciplined and system-
atic method for seeking out referrals:

I don’t have a well-focused strategy, and that is probably the reason I
have less success with referrals than I would like.
—Rick H., regional FA, Charlotte, NC

I need a referral strategy that is systematic so it can become a part of
my ordinary course of business instead of a campaign. My current
referral strategy gets implemented very sporadically. Consequently, it
is not nearly as effective as it could be. 
—Andrea W., wirehouse advisor, Wyomissing, PA 

My strategy needs to be more formalized and routine.
—Andrew A., wirehouse advisor, Fayetteville, NC 
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Plans are not optional

As the survey results show, most advisors go about seeking referrals in a
very ad hoc fashion. Maybe they remember to ask as they wrap up a meet-
ing with a client or conclude a lunch meeting with a professional colleague—
or maybe they don’t. Maybe the client will be able to think of someone to
refer—or maybe she won’t. The whole thing is very…well…random. As 
referral expert Michael Brizz points out, when you approach referrals that
way, every request becomes an experiment—and your results will be equally
experimental.

Surely, you don’t want the growth of your business to be left to random
chance. You want it to be predictable and controllable. You want automatic
referrals—but to get them, you need to implement a strategic referral
process.

For many advisors, though, strategic planning is much easier to talk
about than to implement. In fact, when you’ve got bills to pay and the phone
isn’t ringing, planning is probably the last thing you want to think about. A
plan takes time, which tends to be in short supply in this business, and it
doesn’t pay a commission or ask you to manage its assets. For that reason, it
can seem much more expedient to forget about strategy and just do what
seems most likely to yield measurable results right now.

Unfortunately, in the long run, that method doesn’t work. That’s why so
many top producers use strategic planning in their practices, systematically
thinking through and documenting the clients they want to serve and how
best to reach them. The consulting firm CEG Worldwide has shown that
80% of advisors producing $1 million or more use written business and mar-
keting plans, compared with only 7% of advisors making $75,000 or less.
Top producers plan—and then they act. 

The importance of planning applies as much to referral marketing as to
any other aspect of a financial practice. FAs who successfully use referrals to
drive their business development, explains Brizz, are very clear about their
referral targets. They always know when, where, and how they’ll ask for
referrals, and they come to every meeting prepared with clear referral objec-
tives and a well-honed strategy.
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Why a referral strategy?

Strategy. Noun. An elaborate and systematic plan of action.

By definition, a referral strategy is not simply a collection of things you do
to ask for referrals. It’s a systematic plan of attack in which you first estab-
lish your referral goals and then describe the specific steps and activities
you will use to bring those goals to fruition. When you put your strategy into
effect, it should produce a predictable and consistent result: more referrals.

A complete referral strategy—which you will be well on your way to creat-
ing when you finish this report—answers the following questions: 

1. Who are the prospects you want to meet through referrals?

2. Who will you ask for referrals?

3. How will you ask?

4. When will you ask?

5. How will you follow up with referred prospects?

6. How will you follow up with referral sources? 

7. How will you measure your success?

8. What will you do to ensure that you are referable, and to make the
referral process natural both for your referral sources and for you?

A solid referral strategy, implemented properly, eventually permeates all
of an advisor’s marketing and service efforts. It creates a mindset that influ-
ences your entire practice. It leads to automatic referrals. The payoff? You’ll
work smarter instead of harder, and referrals will arrive on your doorstep by
design, rather than by accident. 

Getting referrals “by design.” Let’s consider that concept for a moment,
because it means more than simply getting the number of referrals you
want. Getting referrals by design means that you gain control not only over
the number of referrals you get, but also their quality. And that, as you can
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imagine, has tremendous implications
for your practice. 

Imagine for a moment that 100% of
the prospects you meet by referral are
not only financially qualified, but are
precisely the types of clients you’ve
dreamed about advising. These are
clients who seem absolutely perfect for
you. And you are just the kind of advisor
they’ve always wanted.

If this could all be true, you’d not only
be working much more profitably and
happily, but you’d be mitigating the
most substantial risks of referral 
marketing.

You’re in control

“Wait a minute, back up. Risks? There
are risks in asking for referrals?”

Well, yes. After all, a referral by definition involves not only you and the
referred client, but the original referral source as well. A referral involves a
third party, creates a triangle—and that extra leg introduces a variety of
additional risks.

What exactly are these risks? From the advisor’s point of view, accepting a
referral introduces the potential to compromise the relationship with the
referral source, who may be a very important client or colleague. 

Say your top client, Mrs. Jones, refers her sister to you. You speak to the
sister, only to discover she is either unqualified or inappropriate for your
practice. If you refuse to take her on, you risk offending Mrs. Jones and even
losing her business. On the other hand, if you do accept the sister as a client
despite your reservations, very real potential exists for trouble to develop in
the account down the road.

And what if Mrs. Jones misrepresents you or your services to her sister,
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not out of malice but because she doesn’t understand how different her sis-
ter’s financial issues are from her own? Unrealistic expectations can lay the
groundwork for trouble—and if trouble unfolds in the sister’s account, that
could destroy your wonderful relationship with Mrs. Jones—who is, let us
not forget, your top client.

Referral sources also take on risks when they refer. That CPA in your net-
working group may be afraid to refer his clients lest you disappoint them,
which would of course reflect poorly upon him. Conversely, perhaps he has a
very wealthy client who happens to be a jerk. Perhaps he’s willing to put up
with the client’s bad behavior, but doesn’t want to foist it on you, for fear
you’ll hold it against him.

Here’s how one veteran top producer expresses some of these concerns:

I do not mind being accountable to my clients, but I do not want 
the added responsibility of being accountable to clients for someone
they refer. 

What happens if the referral wants me to do something I do not want
to do, or has expectations that are too high a hurdle for my ability?
How can I fire a referral? 

Most referrals come on the scene so fast that I do not have time to get
to know them. How do I find out in such a short time if the referral
will let me “go where I want to go” with their investments? How do I
know if the referral will fit into my client niche?

These are, of course, all valid concerns. However, a referral strategy can
reduce these risks significantly.

When you solicit referrals in an ad hoc fashion or accept unsolicited refer-
rals, your referral sources tend to suggest people at random or based on
potentially erroneous assumptions about what you do and the clients you
serve. A good referral marketing process, as we’ve already discussed, does
not leave the acquisition of referrals to chance. 
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The process you are about to learn will help you get automatic 
referrals by:

Identifying very specifically the types of clients you want
Communicating those interests to your referral sources
Explaining to your referral sources precisely how you think you can help
those prospective clients
Identifying specific prospects that you want to meet and getting actual
introductions to those target prospects

In other words, this process will put you in the driver’s seat, rather than
your referral sources. You’ll do more work up front, but that work will pay
off in the form of more referrals, and even introductions, to qualified
prospective clients you can close more quickly and serve more effectively.

Best of all, rather than feeling like an ill-fitting, restrictive, off-the-rack
system designed for somebody else, this entire process will seem as though it
were tailor-made for your practice, because it will be!

Action Research Summary

When advisors ask for referrals systematically and consistently, they get new clients—good
ones. The longer advisors stay in business and build strong client relationships, the more
their books bear fruit in the form of new prospects and new clients.

Every time you win new business through a referral, you lower your client acquisition costs.
Plus, your closing ratio is likely to be higher; your initial calls are warmer; and prospects are
more likely to become the types of clients you really enjoy.

Two-thirds of high-net-worth investors PREFER to be introduced to an advisor through 
family, friends or colleagues. One survey showed that 87% of investors are willing to 
recommend advisors, but only 11% are ever actually asked to do so.

One expert estimates that 80% of an advisor’s clients are willing to provide referrals, and
20% of clients will give referrals unsolicited. That means 60% of your clients would likely
refer business your way—but only if you ask. Don’t leave business on the table; commit to
asking for referrals regularly and consistently.

Most advisors seek referrals in an ad hoc manner. But experimental approaches don’t work in the
long term. Indeed, only 5% of advisors say they are very satisfied with their efforts to obtain referrals.
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Studies prove that advisors who plan their business and marketing strategies succeed at
much higher rates than those who don’t plan. Automatic referrals will only flow once you’ve
engaged in strategic planning, set goals, and described specific steps and activities you’ll
pursue to get referrals more frequently and consistently. 

Your referral strategy should answer the eight questions outlined on page 20. A solid 
referral strategy, implemented properly, will permeate all aspects of your service and 
marketing efforts. 
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By Nicole O. Coulter

Horsesmouth Senior Editor

How did one advisor give up conventional business development methods like cold calling

and seminars and still increase his revenues by 100%? Patience, persistence, and a four-

step process he calls “predatory prospecting.”

After six years of rehashing the same old prospecting techniques—cold
calling, seminars, and random referrals—Scott Carr decided that his small-
town practice was ripe for a more efficient method of bringing in business. 

“I began to realize I had all the contacts I would need to grow my busi-
ness,” says Carr, an advisor with a regional firm on the East Coast. “At $50
million in assets under management, you probably have all the potential
clients you can handle—you just don’t know it yet. I decided that if I took
care of my clients, they would take care of me.” 

About four years ago, the 29-year-old Carr set a five-year goal: to double
his assets under management and triple his revenues by taking what he
describes as a “predatory” approach to referrals. “Instead of prospecting with
a shotgun, you’re prospecting with a scope and rifle,” Carr explains. Here’s
how it works.

Step 1: Segmenting your book

Carr started by segmenting his book into A, B, and C clients. This is a
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critical step that maximizes your chances for multiplying ideal clients. 

“A clients are the ones you most want to replicate,” Carr says, pointing out
that his clients in this category tend to be centers of influence in their com-
munities and to share the following characteristics:

Affable personalities
Realistic expectations
Excellent relationships with him
Significant assets and revenue

“I discovered that nearly three-quarters of my business comes not just
from 20% of my clients, but from 20 clients,” Carr says.

Step 2: Identifying potential referrals

Once Carr had assembled his list, he asked himself whether his A clients
might know others who would also make ideal clients. He broke down the
welter of possibilities into three main categories:

1. Family
2. Work
3. Neighbors 

Ticking through his list, Carr made notes about people he’d heard his
clients mention. Like a detective, he began to tease out possible associations
and connections that were not evident at first blush. If a client worked for a
particular company or served as a trustee on a foundation or pension fund,
for example, Carr would research the players who controlled assets for that
entity. His goal was to build his own list of potential referral prospects, iden-
tify ways he might serve them, and, at the appropriate time, ask clients for
an introduction. 

Step 3: Maintaining a list

To assist him in his referral research, Carr began a logbook listing each of
his important clients, as well as prospective customers within their circles of
acquaintance. Carr built three referral profiles for each client:

Family. “The family relationship is the best place to look for referrals,”
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Carr asserts. “There are so many intergenerational issues families need
to plan for.” 

Carr developed a strong relationship with one client, for example, who
was the 70-year-old patriarch of an extremely wealthy family. On the
basis of this relationship, he asked for an introduction to one son, and
then to a second son—each of whom had about $2 million in assets. Now
he is asking the brothers to introduce him to their sister.

“If you have a client who’s older, you’d better be spending time getting to
know the kids,” Carr maintains. “There are going to be considerable
assets changing hands over which they’ll end up having control.”

In another situation, Carr cultivated a solid client bond, then brought in
the client’s son, then landed her son’s company’s retirement plan. 
“The deeper you go with a client, the more opportunities there are,” 
he explains. “Clients eventually turn to you as a financial resource.”

Work. Carr listed his clients’ places of business, their co-workers and
supervisors, and the boards that they serve on. He also researched the
names of the important decision makers and tapped into the databases of
local retirement plans to identify potential opportunities. Often he got
these databases from his mutual fund and annuity wholesalers. 
“I reviewed my files to find out where clients worked and whether they
had a company retirement plan that fit my model,” Carr says.

For example, Carr met one of his clients through the Rotary Club and set
up a small 529 plan for him. Then—knowing that this client was a CFO
who controlled a $6 million corporate retirement plan—Carr went out of
his way to provide top-shelf service.

“Normally on a $6,000 account, I’m not going to do a lot of analysis or dig
up a lot of outside articles, but I did for this guy,” Carr remembers.
“After a year of serving him, I asked him what he didn’t like about his
current retirement plan. I was able to turn a $6,000 account into a 
$6 million account.”

In another instance, Carr knew a CPA who had worked as a third-party
administrator on a $5 million profit-sharing plan. With her help, he set
up a meeting with the plan trustees and won the account.
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Neighbors. Carr determined where clients and prospects lived via cross-
reference directories and reverse telephone directories. “I look through
my clients’ neighborhoods and see whether there are people I recognize
and would like to do business with. I build a profile that way,” Carr
explains. The drawback? Often, clients feel less comfortable referring
neighbors than they would with family or friends. Carr hasn’t had quite
as much success with this tactic, but he firmly believes in its potential.

Step 4: Asking for introductions

Once Carr identifies a referral opportunity, he asks clients detailed ques-
tions to learn more about the prospect’s situation. His goal is to prioritize his
opportunities by identifying the “pain” they’re feeling in their current financial
situation or advisory relationship. For instance, if he hears a client mention:
“My grandma was complaining about how bad interest rates are,” or “My
brother had a bad experience with an advisor,” he asks the client for more
detailed information, makes a note of it in his logbook, and plans to follow up.

Carr tries to identify at least three potential referrals for each client.
Patience is key. “It might be a year before I feel comfortable asking to talk to
someone,” he remarks. 

Then, each time he meets personally with a client, he asks them about one
of the people on his logbook list. “Always hit them for one person every time
you see them,” he says. “Rather than ask, ‘Can I have some referrals?’ you
say, ‘I’d like to talk to so and so, the CFO of your retirement plan. Would you
mind walking down the hall and introducing me?’ I’ve never had a single
client say no.”

The result: A 160% improvement

Four years into his five-year time frame, Carr has already surpassed his
goal. Since 2001, his assets under management have increased more than
160% and his revenues have nearly tripled. 

“Ideally, I’d like to have 50 clients with $25 million each,” Carr says. “That
would be my dream book. Until then, there’s always room for improvement.
This is just a matter of being attuned to opportunities and doing your home-
work,” he concludes. “This strategy works really well for established financial
advisors who have an existing client base.”
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4 basic principles of effective networking  

Why business cards and elevator pitches can kill your networking  
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12 steps to networking success 

How to break the ice at social and business events  
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The “cover charge” every successful advisor pays

for referrals  

Why offering "back door" escapes can build your

credibility  

Proper care and feeding of referred prospects  

The 5 questions you should ask yourself before

every call to a referral  

Two scripts for follow-up success  

How to respond to “I already have an 

advisor” and “I really don’t have time to 

see you”

Use the Referral Follow-up Checklist to

ensure that you complete all the necessary

follow-ups with both referred prospects and

referral sources.

Call Planning Worksheet helps you put

your best foot forward with referred

prospects.
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Why referral goals must be measurable  

11 referral metrics worth tracking

The hard-number approach to measur-

ing results  

The activity approach to tracking 

referrals success  

How to develop your own tracking 

system

Referral Tracking Sheet lets you measure

your referral-related activities and results.
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How to create and leverage “raving fans”  

The 2 accounts you must manage for every client  

Why you should include CPAs and estate attorneys in your service

strategy  

The one question you must answer correctly to succeed in getting

referrals  

4 “must-have” client service priorities  

8 little extras that make clients happy and cost almost nothing  

How to reward referral sources  

The polestar by which to guide your career
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Appendix B: Recommended Reading

All of the following resources are available on the Horsesmouth website.
Each title below is followed by a search identification number. Simply type
the number for the article you’d like to read into the search box on the top
right of your Horsesmouth screen and click the green “search” button. 

The Power of Referral Marketing
HM Members: Referral Discipline Key to Getting More Clients [75979] 
Get Systematic About Getting Referrals [75274] 

Developing a Referral Mindset
Referrals 101, Part 1: 6 Degrees of Separation [43786] 
A New Way to Look at Referrals [64719] 
30 Referrals a Year: How to Get Them [74815] 

How to Set Goals That Promote Automatic Referrals
A 5-Step Plan for Setting Reachable Goals [73978] 
How to Set Goals That’ll Go the Distance [73883] 
Take Small Steps to Achieve Big Goals [72227] 

In Search of the Perfect Referral 
3 Key Steps to Attracting Your Ideal Client [75978] 
Identify Your Best Clients [68983] 
25 Qualities the Best Clients Share [72913] 
How to Launch a Successful Niche Practice [73636] 

Driving the Referral Process—Clients Take Direction From You
Want Referrals? The Trick Is in How You Ask [72414] 
Targeted Referrals: Tips for Scoring a Bull’s-Eye [73633] 

Mapping Client Networks—The Road to Automatic Referrals
Are Your Clients Making the Power Introduction? [74862] 
Training Clients to Give You Referrals [75453] 

Knowing When and How to Ask Clients for Referrals
Referrals—Use a Script to Clinch Your Next Call [75271] 
Trigger Questions That Produce Referrals [74887] 
Referrals: 8 Tactics That Make Asking Easier [74583] 
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39 Broadway, 23rd Floor
New York, NY 10006

Voice: 888-33-MOUTH (888-336-6884)
Fax: 212-363-9526
www.horsesmouth.com
reports@horsesmouth.com

Helping financial advisors succeed.

Horsesmouth's flagship product is a daily, online service that helps financial advisors
increase their sales, work with their clients and manage their practices. The 
Horsesmouth archive contains more than 3,000 feature articles showing advisors
how to excel in such areas as sales & marketing, investment strategy, managed 
money, financial planning, wealth management, client management, practice
management, and business planning.

In addition, the Horsesmouth service includes special online tools, including a 
Business Plan Builder; a broad selection of e-mail newsletters; and moderated
discussion groups featuring more than 40 industry experts and coaches helping 
advisors solve their specific problems. For a free trial and more information on how
to become a member of Horsesmouth, visit www.horsesmouth.com.

Horsesmouth was founded in 1996 and is located in New York's financial district.
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